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The finest Swiss craftsmanship has enjoyed a long tradition here.  
And outstanding Swiss designers can be reached quickly. The result  
of this collaboration is the röthlisberger Kollektion, which was 
founded in Gümligen in 1977. Today, renowned designers  
will find everything necessary for the translation of their innovative 
concepts into reality on a single site. A high-quality store of  
solid woods and veneers, the latest production techniques and the 
enlargement of our manufacturing centre in 2012 have significantly 
enhanced the conditions that allow for premium-quality production.  

The very soul of the Röthlisberger Kollektion however goes deeper. 
It’s the human chemistry, the continual exchange of ideas between 
designers and our experts. And it is our willingness to embrace 
ideas that no one has adopted before. It’s an approach that  
gives rise to distinctive and unmistakable items of furniture that are 
extremely hard or even impossible to produce on an industrial 
scale. Each individual piece embodies a zeitgeist with its own appeal 
that will endure for many years to come. Many have received awards, 
and some are already classics.

All this motivates us to always go one step further. On the following 
pages, we present our latest furniture pieces to you. As with all of 
our products, these too are: Made in Gümligen. With design standards 
and a quality of manufacturing that have earned respect worldwide.

Peter Röthlisberger
 

MAdE In GüMlIGEn.
Gümligen near Bern is a small town. But it is ideal 
for the production of designer furniture.
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NEW PrODuCTs

The base frame can be combined with square, rectangular or 
round table tops.

See-through table-leg option in moulded plywood.

TAKUSHI – TAblE wITH flOATInG TOp.
In ancient Japan, TAKusHI simply meant 
“table”. TAKUSHI by Gavin Harris has 
now taken this concept to another level. 
The table top almost seems to give the 
impression that it is floating. 
It is especially the legs that create this  
impression. They are not attached to the 
corners but, curved and angled in slightly, 
reach under the table top. This newly  
developed element, which narrows 
downwards, is available in two versions: 
one in solid oak, with every piece made 
by hand, the other in moulded plywood, 
hollow like a half-pipe. from certain 
angles, the latter allows views through 
to the table construction and base. 
The supporting structure forms an elon-
gated reflected ‘Y’. TAKUSHI is suitable 
for use in homes, as well as in conference 
areas, and as a work and office table.

Design Gavin Harris

W 140 to 280, D 90 to 152, 
H 72, Ø 137
Special sizes on request 
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NEW PrODuCTs

Movable shell, painted in optional 
,
Aubergine

,
 with an 

open-pored finish.

ETAGE is an item of furniture that has 
no equal. The two or three-level shelf 
is characterised by three features. The 
levels are shaped elegantly to form an oval, 
the supports have been positioned to 
make the concept of corners superfluous,  
and – making ETAGE entirely unique – 
the wrap-around shell can be moved 
vertically between levels, to either conceal 
or display –  as desired. In all of this, the 
supports double as sliders. 
What’s remarkable: the slider rail is not 
made of metal, but from the extremely 
hard wood of the arura vermelho tree. 
This allows it to operate with the highest 
precision. The wooden shell can easily  
be locked into position at every level and, 
with its functionality and rigidity, acts as  
a sophisticated cover. ETAGE is a furniture 
item that can be used as a sideboard, as 
well as a book or storage shelf. The blOC 
bookends and flexible small shelf boards  
are the perfect complement to ETAGE.

ETAGE – STORAGE UnIT wITH MOvAblE SHEll.

design Moritz Schmid 

W 112, D 49, H 106/144/182
The simple wooden mechanism allows the shell to be locked in 
place at different heights.
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NEW PrODuCTs

The sideboard is available in one, two or three tiers.

The solid wood base frame gives this roll-front furniture 
item a floating look.

Nomen est omen: HOMMAGE continues 
a tradition of the röthlisberger Kollektion 
and, in spite of its innovative originality, 
is reminiscent of the roll-front furniture 
by Trix and Robert Haussmann. 
The sideboard looks like a real-life archi-
tectural model. HOMMAGE is available 
in one, two and three tiers and consists 
of different sized units. This creates a 
subtle rhythm of shapes with different 
looks and practical intermediate bays. 
Each unit is a self-contained, slightly 
trapezoidal roll-front cabinet with glass 
shelves. The horizontally-opening, easy-
glide roll-fronts consist of individually 
finished solid wooden slats. 
HOMMAGE is a completely fresh 
re-interpretation of the classic roll-front 
cabinet and is perfect for storing table-
ware, functioning as a bar and, with 
opened roll-fronts, making a striking shelf.

HOMMAGE – TIEREd ROll-fROnT CAbInETS.

Design Atelier Oï

W 220, D 45, H 66/108/151



NEW PrODuCTs
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wInGS – CAbInET wITH wInGS.
WINGs compels with the potential of 
a modern classic. The diverse cabinet 
carcass range is available in different 
sizes and designs. The newly developed 
horizontal ‘wing flaps’ that, when 
closed, take on the appearance of a 
droplet are common to all the models. 
They can be opened easily thanks to 
the integrated pivoting mechanism  
and grip hollow cut into their side, 
are extremely sturdy and even able 
to support considerable weights. 
The series of curvatures, one against 
another, gives the cabinet an unmistake-
able front and the gentle scallops 
on the curved surface give rise to an 
intriguing interplay of light and shadow. 

Design Klaus Vogt & 
Alfred Hablützel 

W 185, D 50, H 99,
Further models on request

The droplet shape creates a fascinating front.

when unfolded, the wings serve as a storage surface or bar counter.
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NEW PrODuCTs

Design Koni Ochsner / 
in-house design

base Ø 73, Top Ø 126, 138, 
152, Oval 195 D 121, H 72

ARCOS – THE fASCInATIOn Of InSIGHTS.
ARCOS draws viewers’ first glances to 
its round, openwork central base. The 
idea and design for it hark back to Koni 
Ochsner (1933-1995). but in the 1980s 
it was still impossible to construct it in 
a compelling manner, at reasonable cost 
and with sturdiness in wood or cast iron. 
Today, it is possible. And in ArCOs, 
röthlisberger now presents this unique, 
concave-shaped base with its see-through 
openings. It allows lines of sight through 
it from every direction and neither 
obscures a beautiful parquet nor a 
valuable carpet. The from-above round, 
curved cast-iron base is constructed 
from a metal frame with polyurethane 
injection moulding, using a new manufac-
turing process. This combination of 
materials makes the table extremely 
sturdy and able to bear heavy loads. 
The ArCOs table is also available in 
sizes from 120 to 175 cm, round or oval, 
and with tops in different woods.

The openwork central base in black or white.

Table tops are round or oval, and available in different 
wood finishes.
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MANuFACTurING CENTrE

Every piece of furniture in the röthlisberger Kollektion seeks to be the perfect 
translation of a new concept. frequently, new manufacturing methods have to
be found and implemented to achieve this. naturally, such a level of innovative 
spirit also requires space.
In Gümligen, a well-designed development and production area meets this need. 
Cutting-edge technology complements first-class craftsmanship. Efficient production 
processes have been further optimised with the opening of a centre extension in 2012. 
like the 2002 new building, the cuboid timber construction with 1800 m2 of floor space 
was also designed by architectural firm ARb, bern, and Trix and Robert Haussmann. 
Our furniture is made and finished by hand here in accordance with best practice.

However, much happens before an item of furniture leaves the manufacturing centre: 
intensive consultation with the designer, a great deal of trust and a continual explora-
tion of what can be done, and how. 
It’s a process that also needs passion and expertise. The designer and all who work  
at röthlisberger need to be driven by one motive: creating furniture that inspires from 
a visual, haptic and functional standpoint. 

The development and production floor space, including the offices and showroom of Röthlisberger Schreinerei AG 
covers 4,600 square metres. 

The new extension to the manufacturing centre 
has allowed the production of the röthlisberger 
Kollektion to be significantly optimised. 

„State of the art technology is essential, 
  but skilled craftsmanship is critical.“ 

   Rolf Urfer, Workshop Manager, Manufacturing Centre

SCOpE fOR THE nEw.
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MATErIAls

Just as a leading chef will only work with the finest ingredients, a piece of 
furniture in the röthlisberger Kollektion will only be crafted from the very 
best materials. Over 80 years of carpentry tradition guarantee careful selection 
and professional workmanship. Our timber store is stocked primarily with 
indigenous woods from rigorously selected suppliers: ash, oak, walnut, pear and 
many more. working with this organic raw material requires a lot of experience. 

Where necessary, we will treat timber in our own drying kiln until it exhibits 
the best possible stability. This enables us to guarantee the quality of our 
furniture for many years. 

The appeal and uniqueness of a piece of furniture is often also a question of 
choosing the right veneer. That’s why our veneer warehouse is stocked  
with only the finest woods. we hold 40 types in stock at any one time. And  
their diversity of patterns and figurings opens a wide spectrum of possibilities. 
Modern CNC machines are used for precision processing: namely sawing, 
countersinking and sanding. At the Röthlisberger Kollektion we take  
the proverbial ‘finishing touch’ in a very literal sense: it’s the finest carpentry 
craftsmanship, applied with a passion for perfection. 

MATERIAl KnOwlEdGE. 

Small batches guarantee exclusivity and the utmost quality. 

Walnut  rosewood  

birch  Arura Vermelho 

Oak 

Eucalyptus  Ash

Pear  

Modern machines provide the foundation, 
passionate and precise craftsmanship the high 
value of each piece of furniture. 

„Where so much work and passion are invested, the   
 materials must be of the highest quality.“  
  Peter Schneiter, Workshop Manager, Röthlisberger Interiors

„The perfect cut is the basis for meticulous  
 craftsmanship.“  
   Thomas Binggeli, Workshop Manager, Machine Room
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DEVElOPMENT

The translation of a complex concept into a three-dimensional object is a core 
ability of Röthlisberger Kollektion. Often, the idea put forward by the designer will 
be based on a selection of materials, an interplay of colours or a model. Intensive 
consultation – a to-and-fro between vision and technical feasibility – then begins. 
Accepting responsibility for what is possible under our roof is peter Röthlisberger. 
An idea will be refined and revised in a process of close collaboration: the creation 
of sketches, deliberations about shapes and dimensions, discussions about and 
trials of materials, colours, structures and surface feels. Sometimes an entirely new 
approach emerges. And often, it is a struggle to reach detailed solutions. 
but it is always one thing: a process that demands much trust, but also imagination, 
experience and intuition. 

It is how vision gives rise to a conceptual design. And with it, the basis for the next 
production steps. Manufacturing processes are trialled, working drawings, models and 
prototypes produced. Often, they are rejected and improved. Until the concept is 
able to be realised optimally and, with it, become part of the Röthlisberger Kollektion. 

vISIOn And TECHnICAl fEASIbIlITY. 

Peter röthlisberger develops new models 
in close collaboration with designers and internal 
specialists. 

A wealth of innovation and constuctional 
knowledge lie behind the lightness of the sHEll 
trunk cupboard. 

Solid model and prototype of the vertically moveable shell of the ETAGE storage unit. 

prototypes of the SHEll trunk cupboard. Its development took two years in which the biggest challenge was the 
bending of its corners. 

„The harder it is to realise an idea,  
 the more it reflects our philosophy.“
    Kurt Strub, Project Manager, Furniture Development

bANK Plus is a seating bench 
or coffee table. The furniture 
item can be set at two heights 
by simply folding the base frame 
up or down. 
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HISTORY

RÖTHlISbERGER GROwTH RInGS. 

1928 – Establishment of the Röthlisberger joinery.

1958 – The licensed production of furniture 
for Knoll International commences. 
The collaboration lasted almost 20 years.

1977 – The 1st edition of the 
röthlisberger Kollektion is 
produced. It consists of 31 items 
of furniture, designed by susi and 
ueli berger, Hans Eichenberger, 
Trix and robert Haussmann, 
Teo Jakob, Koni Ochsner and 
Ueli wieser.

1987 – Furniture architecture for the 20th century. The MAnHATTAn furniture 
series by Trix and Robert Haussmann creates a skyline for sophisticated office 
premises and private spaces.

1994 – Röthlisberger Kollektion is presented at the first joint staging of forum 8 (8 owner-managed Swiss 
manufacturers) in the Galerie Jamileh weber in Zurich.

1978 – The röthlisberger 
Kollektion has its first inter-
national trade fair presence in 
Cologne. further alternating 
or parallel exhibitions take place 
annually in Milan. 

2002 – The new planning, engineering, produc-
tion, administration and showroom building in 
Gümligen is completed. The TORSIO chair – 
the product made in the largest numbers – is 
presented as part of the 7th edition. It wins the 
if TOp TEn Award. 

2012 – The new manufacturing centre building 
for the production of the röthlisberger 
Kollektion opens. The 9th edition is presented. 

1981 – After Ernst röthlisberger, 
the third generation, repre-
sented by Peter röthlisberger, 
enters the business. 

1982 – From the 3rd edition 
and is still a classic: 
SCHUblAdEnSTApEl. 
design: Susi and Ueli berger.

1992 – The PIEDEsTAl chest of drawers evolved from Hans Eichenberger,s 
birthday card for Ernst Röthlisberger - 7 steps to his 70th. 

1997 – röthlisberger 
uses the “rö” logo 
for the first time to 
represent the entire 
business. 

1998 – sHEll trunk cupboard from the 6th edition wins  
the iF TOP TEN Award in Hanover, one of numerous awards to 
follow for the Röthlisberger Kollektion. 

2007 – The 8th edition of the röthlisberger 
Kollektion is launched and wins an iF Gold 
Award for the AlluMETTE table as well as an 
if product Award each for the AT-AT writing 
desk, bANK Plus, PArAVENT Plus and 
GARdERObE plUS. 
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COMpAnY 

ROOMS AS HAndCRAfTEd SpACES.

Combined craftsmanship skills: new tables with the latest communications 
technology were built for the 1902 parliamentary group room. project: 
parliament building, bern. Architects: Aebi & vincent Architekten SIA AG, bern.

backlit ornament made of engineered stone. We came up with strong solutions using minimal supports for the large table 
surfaces. Communication channels are integrated in the furniture. 

Steel, glass, leather, wood, brass and engineered stone were used in the design. 
project: Merk Serono, Geneva. Architects: Mackay + partners, london. 
project director: Gavin Harris.

This media centre room in 
the Federal Parliament 
building in bern was created 
in collaboration with bbl, 
srG and Arnold blatti 
from IAA Architects, bern. 

The Röthlisberger Innen- 
ausbau, röthlisberger 
Engineering and röthlisberger 
Kollektion divisions worked 
together to complete each 
of the tasks involved.

„The challenge of perfect technical execution  
 very often lies in unexpected details.“ 
   Roland Keller, Business Manager, Röthlisberger Engineering

Over 80 years ago, the röthlisberger name was synonymous with a good, dependable 
village joinery. Today, visitors are welcomed by the “Rö” logo. behind it, a modern, 
multi-faceted company with the divisions Röthlisberger Innenausbau, Röthlisberger 
Engineering and Röthlisberger Kollektion. Röthlisberger has completed exclusive  
interior fit-outs since the 1960s. Interior design has developed tremendously since 
then. The conceptions and demands made by architects and interior designers have 
changed, are visionary and can only be realised with complex structural and technical 
solutions. Often, an entirely new design and production approach prevails. That’s  
the task of Röthlisberger Engineering. This 12-man engineering team of highly trained 
joinery technicians have undergone advanced additional training. They all have a 
thorough knowledge of material properties and construction methods, which also 
extends to material combinations with aluminium, glass, stone and leather. Added to 
this, CAd draughting skills and a natural aptitude for design. but most importantly:  
they will collaborate extremely closely with the architect, internalise his or her ideas 
and will work out even the most complex of solutions if need be. Today, when it 
comes to the planning, design and construction of new ideas, renowned names such  
as lord norman foster, peter Marino, John pawson, Renzo piano, Andreas Ramseier 
and Hans-Jörg Ruch trust the Röthlisberger Engineering Team. 
The result: interior fit-outs of the highest precision where Röthlisberger has reliably 
completed all the work ranging from the smooth coordination of tasks thought to on-
time delivery and the final installation. Examples can be found close by: The Zentrum 
paul Klee and the federal parliament building in bern. but also in new York, berlin, paris 
and london - interior fit-outs that, although completed using leading-edge technology, 
could not have been realised without innovative flair and the finest craftsmanship skills. 
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whether in Santos palisander or Red Gum (Eucalyptus): 
the figuring in each veneer is unique which also makes every 
SCHUblAdEnSTApEl a one-off.

OuTsTANDING PrODuCTs

sCHublADENsTAPEl is a piece of 
furniture with sculptural qualities. 
Each of the seven different-sized drawers 
faces a slightly different direction. 
The result: a montage of advancing and 
retreating planes and, depending on the 
direction of light, delicately overlaid 
shadow effects. both the carcasses and 
drawer fronts are mitre-jointed. 
The drawers which are made of plywood 
are linked visually by a continuous 
run of diagonally-applied rosewood or 
eucalyptus veneer. The striking linear 
patterns formed by these veneers turn 
every sCHublADENsTAPEl into a 
unique piece. The SCHUblAdEnSTApEl 
has been manufactured by röthlisberger 
since 1982 and is now regarded as 
a modern classic. forming part of the 
design collection of the Museum für 
Gestaltung Zurich, the furniture item 
by susi and ueli berger has the archive 
number 1998-0129. 
The design-preis Schweiz was awarded 
to susi berger and posthumously to 
ueli berger who died in 2008 in honour 
of their lifetime achievement.

SCHUblAdEnSTApEl – fURnITURE = ART.

Absolute accuracy: the mitre-joints of carcass and drawer front.

precisely defined: the irregular alignment of drawers.

Design susi und ueli berger

W 50, D 55, H 105
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OuTsTANDING PrODuCTs

The lines of the graceful yet functional 
AT-AT writing desk easily allow its  
designer, Tomoko Azumi, to be recognised. 
Here, Japanese awareness of form  
combines with the tradition of the bureau. 
AT-AT is a timeless piece of furniture 
that moves with the times. It will accom-
modate laptops of all sizes, the batteries 
and cables from electronic equipment  
can be stowed in a special compartment, 
and even fountain pens and pencils 
have their own leather-lined groove in 
which to lie. 
When the hinged lid is closed, tidiness 
and orderliness prevail. Carcass, feet and 
sides are made of solid pear. The lid or 
writing surface, however, is veneered in 
pear to provide lightness and prevent 
warping. It all goes to make work as 
enjoyable as simply admiring and touching. 
AT-AT is a pared-down Japanese jewel 
that won the if product Award in 2007.

AT-AT wRITInG dESK – A JApAnESE JEwEl. 

Cables, plugs and transformers are stored tidily.

pen and paper have their place.

Open in Swiss pear, closed in oak stained black.

A recessed grip allows the desk to be opened easily.

design Tomoko Azumi

w 88, d 45.5, H 72/91.5 
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OuTsTANDING PrODuCTs

TORSIO – THE CHAIR fOR EvERY ROOM. 
The TOrsIO chair is successful in every 
way. whether it’s in a night-club or a 
church, a private apartment or a cafeteria 
in new York: TORSIO has been proving its 
worth in all kinds of different settings for 
over ten years. because it’s comfortable 
and strong. And because it’s also light and 
stackable. TORSIO is made of moulded 
plywood, consists of only two pieces and 
has no metal connecting parts. It is no 
accident that the curves of the chair are 
reminiscent of a snowboard: the ability 
of plywood to bend and flex is used here 
to maximum effect. TORSIO is also 
available with comfortable armrests and 
as a bar stool – logical and further 
developments of a tried and tested idea 
that won the iF Design Award in Hannover 
in 2003. 

Design Hanspeter steiger

W 48/40, D 51, H 46/78 TORSIO gives the cafeteria a smart look.

TORSIO chair, the version with armrests and TORSIO bar stool.

From left to right: black walnut, natural ash, ash stained in black 

TORSIO can be easily lined up or stacked.
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OuTsTANDING PrODuCTs

The röthlisberger Kollektion is especially 
proud of this piece. The list of design 
awards won by ubald Klug’s sHEll also 
pays tribute to a new production techno- 
logy developed for the röthlisberger 
Kollektion: the two halves of the cup-
board are made of specially manufactured 
3 mm aircraft plywood panels moulded 
into hollow shells which are connected 
with hinges and mounted on wheels. 
sHEll has no doors but swings open 
like a suitcase. The all-wooden cupboard 
can have different interior fittings, making 
it very flexible – it can be a practical 
office space, a wardrobe, coat cupboard 
or dustproof storage space for clothes. 
sHEll has a strikingly sensual shape, and 
the lightweight, high-quality finnish birch 
wood feels lovely to the touch. So simple, 
so natural – so obvious. SHEll won an 
if Top Ten Award in 1998.

SHEll – THE TRUnK CUpbOARd.

Design ubald Klug

W 66/80/113, D 50, H 187 SHEll bb: a dustproof clothes cupboard.

SHEll Ab: a wardrobe or coat cupboard.

SHEll AA: a practical office in a cupboard.

birch wood, accurately cut and bent into a hollow shell.
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OuTsTANDING PrODuCTs

Three identical beams combine to form the sculptural table base.

The wood is varnished with a rough-sawn finish.

STACCATO – RObUST SHElf And pARTITIOn. CAMpfIRE – THE ATTRACTIOn Of fIRE. 

The CAMPFIrE coffee table is an invita-
tion to sit together. The three oak beams 
resting on one another are joined by 
being interlocked in the way a log cabin 
is built and – in a slightly tongue-in-cheek 
manner – evoke memories of a romantic 
campfire setting. whether enjoying a 
coffee, reading the newspaper or sipping 
an aperitif, the round glass top provides 
lots of table area. The construction of 
CAMPFIrE relies on gravity and conveys 
a sense of simplicity and solidity. In doing 
so, the design by Australian designer 
Tomek Archer is an outright expression 
of a timeless simplicity that blends in 
perfectly with other more formal designs.

sTACCATO is an arrangement of shelves 
whose design reflects architectural vision. 
Each of the two modules can be extended 
without restriction to form an object 
whose appeal stems from the dynamic 
rhythms of the various different-sized 
levels and partitions. This isn’t only visually 
appealing and original, but also extremely 
practical for different (book) sizes and 
filing systems. Moreover, STACCATO is 
the ideal room divider. STACCATO is 
robust and yet sophisticated – right down 
to the rough-sawn finish of the solid oak. 
It also benefits from being highly flexible: 
depending on needs, the modules can be 
combined in various configurations.

Design Tomek Archer

Ø 110/123/136, H 38 

Design Atelier Oï 

w 43.2 / 62.7, d 42.3, H 191.5 cm
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The Röthlisberger Kollektion consists of pieces by well-known designers and also 
by younger, exceptional talents. Many of them are Swiss, but some are from Japan  
or Australia. They all have one thing in common: they impressed us with their idea. 
Each one of these ideas is unique and representative of the designer’s style. 
And each challenges our technical ability and craftsmanship. This means that they 
perfectly reflect the ethos of our collection and our philosophy, which we have been 
pursuing consistently for 35 years now. 

The current collection comprises 38 individual items, made in exclusive limited  
numbers and in some cases in special versions to meet customers’ requirements.  
You can find more information about all the products at www.roethlisberger.ch

Atelier Oï
Aurel Aebi, Armand louis and 
Patrick reymond of Atelier Oï 
in la Neuville on lake biel 
have been pushing back the 
boundaries for over 20 years. 
Their thinking and products are 
interdisciplinary, so they create 
furniture that is influenced by 
architecture and also by ship-
building. Their focus is always 
on an emotional response 
to materials. Their projects and 
furniture have won many inter-
national awards. for example, 
the iF Design Gold Award for 
the AllUMETTE table.

AlluMETTE table and chair
So striking, yet so delicate. 
Table W 141 to 221, 
D 81 to 141, H 74, 
special sizes on request.
Chair W 41, D 49, H 44/82

AlluMETTE sofa and 
arm-chair
The fine timber-framed construc-
tion plays on ideas of force and 
counter-force.
H 57/73, W 71/139/207, D 67

TOUR d‘OÏ
Revolving tower with magnetic 
slide mechanism.
W 53, D 53, H 196

sTACCATO 
Sculpted shelves in an 
architectural style.
> Page 33
w 43.2/62.7, d 42.3, H 191.5 

Tomek Archer
Architect, designer and musician 
Tomek Archer has been running 
the Tomahawk studio in sydney 
since 2003. He has regularly 
won prizes in Australia for his 
architecture and his furniture 
design, and his work is perma-
nently displayed in the Art 
Gallery of western Australia. 
It is distinguished by a minimalist 
style and a direct approach to 
materials. This philosophy also 
applies to the CAMpfIRE table.

CAMPFIrE coffee table
The three interlocking  
wooden beams conjure up  
the romance of the campfire.
> Page 32
Ø 110/123/136, H 38

fIRST CAME THE IdEA. 
DEsIGNErs

„Good design exemplifies values that are  
 born of the spirit of their time and yet timeless.“  
   Jürg Scheidegger, GL Röthlisberger Kollektion 
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Hans Eichenberger
He has been the source of nu-
merous ground-breaking designs 
since the 1950s. They are usually 
minimalist in style, but with a 
depth that transcends time. 
Hans Eichenberger was a 
co-founder of the Swiss design 
Group. Today, his designs can 
be seen at the MoMA in 
new York, the vitra design 
Museum and the Museum of 
design in Zurich. And in the 
Röthlisberger Kollektion.

PErFO bed
Pure simplicity – an oasis of calm.
l 200, W 90 to 200, H 24
Special sizes on request 

HOlZSTUHl and HOCKER 
With their straight lines, 
these perfectly complement 
all kinds of tables.
Chair W 40, D 48, H 77/45
stool W 35, D 35, H 44

PIEDEsTAl
The inlaid work on the front 
of the drawers creates a 3D 
trompe l’oeil effect.
W 43, D 43, H 102

susi und 
ueli berger
susi and ueli berger produced 
a great many important pieces 
of work. The trained graphic 
designer and the sculptor, 
interior designer and artist 
began designing unusual furni-
ture based on unusual ideas in 
the 1960s. They worked with 
Röthlisberger for over 30 years. 
Ueli berger died in 2008. Among 
their many pieces, we would 
like to highlight one masterpiece: 
the sCHublADENsTAPEl – a 
classic of modern Swiss design.

sCHublADENsTAPEl
A sculpture you can use.
> Page 24
W 50, D 55, H 105 

Tomoko Azumi
Tomoko Azumi is 46 and comes 
from Japan. Her route into furni-
ture design took her from a 
degree in Architecture in Kyoto, 
via the royal College of Art to 
the setting up of her own TNA 
design Studio in london in 2005. 
Her background has clearly 
influenced her aesthetic sense: a 
Japanese awareness of shape, 
expressed simply and gracefully, 
but with international appeal. 
Tomoko Azumi won the if prod-
uct Award in 2007 for AT-AT.

TAblE CHEsT 
This amazing piece can be rear-
ranged to turn a chest into a side 
table.
w 41.5, d 40, H 70/42

AT-AT
Open or closed: this bureau is a 
real Japanese gem.
> Page 26
w 88, d 45.5, H 72/91.5

HOMMAGE
Old tradition in a new design: 
open-plan sideboard 
> Page 8
W 220, D 45, H 66/108/151

PArAVENT Plus
Flexible combined room divider 
and coat rack.
W 145, D 55, H 186

bANK Plus
Supporting framework folds to 
make a bench or a low coffee 
table.
W 186, D 42, H 44/28

lEuCHTE Plus
A fan, a column or a pyramid – 
three versions of one design.
Ø 33, H 160

DEsIGNErs
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Trix und robert 
Haussmann
This pair have been designing 
furniture that is as unusual as it is 
timeless ever since 1977 when 
the röthlisberger Kollektion was 
first founded. Many of their 
pieces have become classics that 
have always impressed not only 
customers but also numerous 
award juries. Their latest work 
shows that Trix and robert 
Haussmann are still ahead of the 
times in their designs. we are 
also paying tribute to them in a 
book called: «Die Allgemeine 
Entwurfsanstalt mit Trix und 
Robert Haussmann.»  

CREdEnZA AlTA
The front of the cupboard looks 
different as the light changes.
W 97, D 48, H 154

CREdEnZA bASSA
Perfectly-proportioned sideboard 
offering lots of storage space.
W 195, D 48, H 70

TrIAs table base and table 
The three identical pieces 
of wood combine to make the 
supporting framework.
W 90 to 250, D 90 to 110, 
Ø 90/105, H 69.5/72
Special sizes on request

rOllADENMÖbEl
Versatile and accurately 
manufactured range including 
cupboard, sideboard and 
writing desk in various designs. 

rOllADENsCHrANK 1
W 75, D 45, H 50/55/96/142/188

rOllADENsCHrANK 2
W 180, D 45, H 50/96/142

rOllADEN 
sCHrEIbKOMMODE
W 80, D 50, H 146

rOllADENsCHrANK D
w 98, d 60.5, H 80/146

rOllADEN sIDEbOArD
W 212, D 45, H 77

PAlETTENrEGAl
Simple yet stylish occasional 
furniture.
Ø 75, H 100

Carmen und urs 
Greutmann bolzern
Carmen and urs Greutmann 
both graduated from the school 
of Art and design in Zurich in 
1980. She had studied interior 
design and he industrial design. 
Four years later, they set up the 
Greutmann bolzern design 
Studio in Zurich. This is still 
where they design rooms and 
furniture characterised by clarity 
of form and materials. Such as 
the MusCAT armchair, stool 
and small table.

lEONArDO
The table system for meetings 
large and small.
W 122 to 550, D 97 to 127, 
H 72, Ø 122/137/153
Special sizes on request

brIDGE 
An unconventional coffee table 
based on the idea of a trough.
W 153, D 40, H 29 

MusCAT
Armchair, stool and table in 
the best tradition of handmade 
furniture.
Armchair W 66, D 66, H 38/72
stool W 39, D 44, H 35
Table w 40, d 35, H 37.5

Gavin Harris
Over the last 25 years, Gavin 
Harris has become one of 
Australia’s leading interior 
designers. His route has taken 
him via Switzerland, london, 
India, South Africa and bangkok. 
And everywhere he went, he 
picked up important awards. 
Today, Gavin Harris works on 
both product and furniture 
design. His contribution to the 
röthlisberger Kollektion is the 
TAKUSHI table.

TAKusHI
A table range where the top 
seems to be suspended over an 
elegant supporting structure.
> Page 4
W 140 to 280, D 90 to 152, 
H 72, Ø 137
Special sizes on request
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beat Karrer
Most of beat Karrer’s work is in 
the field of industrial design. 
His designs are created in the 
field of tension between new 
materials, modern manufacturing 
techniques and an ever-changing 
society. based in Zurich, he has 
been designing furniture and 
light fittings at his studio since 
1993. for the Röthlisberger 
Kollektion, he has designed the 
sliding shelf unit dUO.

DuO shelf
The width of this shelving unit 
can be adjusted as required.
W 110 to 165, D 34, H 194

Teo Jakob
Teo Jakob was a friend and 
supporter of our company for 
many years. It was his idea to 
produce our very first collec-
tion, which Ernst röthlisberger 
brought out in 1977. Together 
with Hans Eichenberger, 
robert Haussmann, Peter 
Haussmann and Kurt Thut,  
he founded Swiss design.  
The «Teo Jakob» company is 
still a byword for top-quality 
design for the home. 
Teo Jakob died in the year 
2000, but his philosophy lives 
on. The OvAlTISCH is a 
wonderful example of his work.

OVAlTIsCH
A magnificent table, timeless
and elegant.
W 215/265/315/365, 
D 125, H 72

Koni Ochsner / 
in-house design
He played a key role in the early 
years of the röthlisberger 
Kollektion and for many swiss 
people is still the classic furniture 
designer, as exemplified by the 
MOndRIAn cupboard. Ochsner 
(1933–1995) is a designer and 
artist who studied under Willy 
Guhl and has won numerous 
international and national awards 
for furniture and clock design. 
Today we pay tribute to him 
with the ArCOs table, a design 
that was ahead of its time and 
had to wait for the production 
process to chatch up. 

ArCOs table base and table 
Clever: you can look through the 
openwork construction.
> Page 12
base Ø 73
round top Ø 126, 138, 152
Oval top 195 D 121, H 72

ubald Klug
ubald Klug’s work has grown 
out of his initial training in 
interior design. further land-
marks have been his experience 
in architectural practices in 
Zurich and Helsinki and as a 
sculptor, and the founding of his 
bureau for architecture, interior 
design and design in Paris in 
1966. Ubald Klug, born in 1932, 
has won numerous internation-
al awards. These include the if 
TOP TEN Award for the sHEll 
cupboard.

sHEll trunk cupboard
The uncompromisingly stylish and 
versatile trunk cupboard.
> Page 30
W 66/90/113, D 50, H 187

sPIGA coat stand
Sculptural coat stand with numer-
ous ways of hanging up clothes.
Ø 36 (top), 52 (bottom), H 175
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Hanspeter steiger
The roots of Hanspeter 
steiger’s career were both 
traditional and solid – he began 
as an apprentice to a cabinet-
maker. He refined his feel 
for and knowledge of Nordic 
design at the school of Design 
in basel, the National College 
of Art and Design in Oslo 
and the Danish Design school 
in Copenhagen. Since 2001, 
Hanspeter steiger has been 
running his own interior design 
and furniture design workshop 
in Zurich. In 2003 he won 
the Swiss design prize and 
an iF TOP TEN Award for the 
TORSIO chair.

CANTO table
The boat-shaped table-top 
combines a lightness of design 
with beautiful solid wood 
supported on tapered columns. 
W 210/240/246/280, D 87/95, 
89/97, 93/101, 95/103, H 74
Special sizes on request

TOrsIO chair
Elegant and surprising design 
based on just two pieces of 
moulded plywood.
> Page 28
W 48/40, D 51, H 46/78 

TOrsIO bar stool 
Comfortable high-level seating.
W 43, D 42, H 102
seat height 79 or 65 cm

Moritz Schmid
Moritz Schmid has had his own 
studio on Zurich’s langstrasse 
since 2008. before that, he 
studied product design at the 
basel school of Art and Design 
and worked at the studio of 
Alfredo Häberli as a designer 
and project manager. His work 
includes curating as well as 
furniture design.

ETAGE shelf 
This storage unit with 
its movable wrapper keeps 
affording new insights.
> Page 6
W 112, D 49, H 106/144/182

DEsIGNErs

The earliest furniture designs 
to be produced by Klaus Vogt, 
born in 1938, date from the 
early 1960s. Even then, and 
right up to the late 1990s, the 
trained boat-builder and interi-
or designer was creating furni-
ture for well-known manufac-
turers including Thut Möbel. 
His contribution to the 
röthlisberger Kollektion is the 
WINGs range of carcasses, 
created in partnership with 
Alfred Hablützel.

Alfred Hablützel, born in 1931, 
has had a major influence 
on the development of interior 
design in Switzerland since 
the 1950s, as photographer, 
graphic designer, creative 
director, design consultant, 
editor, author and curator. 
His work was recognised with 
the award of the first Swiss 
design prize in 1991. Today he 
lives in perreuse/Treigny, france.

WINGs 
High-tech at its beautiful best: 
the range of cabinets with 
wing-like flaps.
> Page 10
W 138, D 50, H 144
Other models available 
on request 

Klaus vogt & Alfred Hablützel 
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